
Verb and Adverbs 
 

Monday 

A verb is a word used to describe an action (doing word). 

  

Examples 

The rabbit was jumping in the field.                                                                                      

Mrs Kingsman baked some cupcakes.                                                                                           

Dad washed the windows. 

Write 5 sentences, using verbs to say what you have been doing today (action). 

 (Remember each sentence should begin with a capital letter) 

 

 

 

Tuesday 

Use one of the verbs in the star to complete these sentences. 

1)                      I like to _____ stories 

2)                                     Stand in the corner and don’t _____. 

3)                                        I _____ I could have chips for tea. 

                  _____ the water into the teapot.                                                                                                                                                                                   

Wash your hands and then ____ them. 

 

 

Match the verb to the picture 

Dancing running kicking hitting catching 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

    

     

               pour      wish 

                   read 

         dry       move 



Wednesday  
 

An adverb is simply a word that describes a verb (an action or a doing word).                           

He ate his breakfast quickly.  

The word 'quickly' is an adverb as it tells us how he ate (the verb) his breakfast.  

Where to place adverbs?                                                                

Adverbs can come before or after a verb.                                                      

He quickly ate his lunch                                                                                                         

He ate his lunch quickly.  

Using your 5 sentences from Monday add an adverb to describe how you did your action. 

 

 

 

  Thursday  

Word Bank of Adverbs  

quickly        quietly   gently       loudly         greedily            sweetly             noisily         

firmly       happily         carefully    tightly      nervously         neatly         beautifully 

  

Copy out these sentences adding in an adverb to describe the verb, underline the verb in red 

and the adverb in blue.  

 

1) Dave kicked the ball. 

2) Susan was singing in the shower.  

3) Michelle waited outside the head teacher’s office. 

4) The children ran into the playground. 

5) The class smiled at their new teacher. 

6) The passengers fastened their seatbelts.  

7) Tom wrote the sentences in his book.  

8) Mrs Smith placed the book on the table.  

9)  Mr Filtch ate the entire cake.  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Verb               adverb 



 

Friday 

 

Complete the questions on verbs and adverbs 

 

Rewrite the verb in the box to complete the sentence in the correct tense. 

Emily _____________ to school and met Li at the gate. 

     

 

Add a suffix to the word light in the sentence below to make an adverb. 

It was raining light_______ at playtime today. 

 

Circle the adverb in the sentence below. 

We all sang loudly in assembly. 

 

Circle the verb in the sentence below. 

Lisa sticks all the pictures in her big scrapbook  

 

Write one verb to complete the sentence below. 

Fred is _______________ to the teacher. 

 

 

 

 


